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0.1 Abstract
We have constructed a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that could be used to supplement
emergency response personnel, including police and military, when in the field. The SQUAD focused pri-
marily on designing and constructing a sound structure for the UAV, as well as beginning controls work,
which will be continued by another team at a later date. This quadrotor UAV has a video camera to provide
a live video from its point of view to the user. It carries a global positioning system (GPS) to provide infor-
mation on its location, and to navigate to waypoints in the immediate area. The quadrotor will be enhanced
with pre-loaded commands to take off, land, circle a point, and to hold position. An onboard computer runs
the pre-loaded commands and the auto-stabilization system using the GUI programming tool LabVIEW®.
i
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background Information
A quadrotor is a type of helicopter that use four separate rotors to provide the thrust to both lift and
control the vehicle. They are most often designed with equal length arms that are evenly spaced to create
symmetry and ease of control. Additionally, the altitude of the aircraft can be controlled directly by varying
the collective thrust of the motors, and the attitude can be controlled by varying the thrust of the motors
relative to each other.
The rotors of a quadrotor are counterrotating; that is, two opposite rotors spin clockwise, while the
other two rotors spin counterclockwise. Thus, the overall torque on the system is zero when the vehicle is
hovering, with all four rotors spinning at equal speed, as the clockwise torque is equal and opposite to the
counterclockwise torque. Because the thrust of each rotor is directly related to its angular speed, which is
directly related to the voltage input to the motor, thrust to each rotor and thus control of the whole vehicle
can be imparted simply by controlling the voltage input to each motor. Therefore, as mentioned previously,
changing the speed of all four rotors together will cause a change in lift, and therefore altitude. Increasing
the speed of one rotor while decreasing the speed of the opposite rotor will create a pitch or roll in the vehicle.
And increasing the speed of two opposite rotors (those spinning the same direction) while decreasing the
speed of the two rotors spinning the opposite direction will create an imbalance in the torque on the vehicle
and thus cause a yaw of the quadrotor.
Quadrotors, then, can be controlled completely by simply changing the voltage applied to each rotor.
These vehicles don’t require complicated, expensive parts such as swashplates or other variable blade pitch
devices. They also have only four moving parts (the four rotors) and do not require separate control surfaces
as in fixed wing aircraft. Quadrotors are therefore simple, robust aerial systems that are often used as ideal
platforms for the design of novel control systems.
1.2 History of Quadrotors
Quadrotors haven’t always used microcontrollers and electronic components, however. The quadrotor
helicopter was invented in the early 1900’s by Étienne Oehmichen, a French engineer, and was originally
designed as a manned vehicle. Oehmichen can been seen in Figure 1.1 below successfully flying his vehicle
[1]. This was not only the first successful flight of a quadrotor, but also the first flight of any helicopter to
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translate and not simply hover in place. Quadrotors continued to be experimented with for manned flight,
until 1958, when the Curtiss-Wright company manufactured the VZ-7 “flying jeep.” This was a manned
quadrotor designed for the US Army. The VZ-7 was successful as a vehicle (it can be seen flying in Figure
1.2 below) but it did not fulfill the Army’s mission, so it was discontinued [2]. Manned quadrotor helicopters
were then for the most part conceptually abandoned, as it was realized that quadrotors were impractical for
manned flight when compared to helicopters.
Figure 1.1: Oehmichen flying his second prototype quadrotor in 1924 [1].
Figure 1.2: Flight test of the Curtiss-Wright VZ-7 “Flying Jeep” in 1958 [2].
However, in recent years, as computer technology developed and chips could be manufactured small,
powerful, and cheap enough, microcontrollers could be placed on board a small unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) and new doors were opened for quadrotors. Within the last decade, the use of UAVs has grown in
military, robotics, and commercial sectors. In addition to having a relatively simple design, the quadrotor
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UAV design has become popular due to being compact and agile, so users can fly one in the space available
to them, including within their homes. These attributes have led to the production of scores of commer-
cially available quadrotor UAVs, primarily designed for recreational use by RC hobbyists. However, some
quadrotors have been designed specifically for military or law enforcement use (see Section 2.5) while still
others are designed within academia for research or design of both the structure and control of quadrotors.
The powerful abilities of modern quadrotor UAVs has led to a serious interest in them by law enforcement
agencies. The Mesa County Sheriff’s Office in Grand Junction, Colorado has been using an multirotor UAV
since 2009 and was one of the first law enforcement agencies in the country to use a UAV. Their UAV has
been used in situations such as capturing aerial photographs in fatal crashes, and for large fires in order
to determine hot spots and take pictures of the development of the fire. The success of the UAV in these
situations has led to the consideration of UAVs in law enforcement agencies across the country and may
result in an increased demand for affordable high performance quadrotor UAVs.
1.3 Existing Literature
The existing literature on quadrotor UAVs is mostly from journal articles. Many of these articles relate
to the control system that provides stabilization for the quadrotor. These systems are abundant, and there is
no reason to reinvent the wheel by making our own stabilization control system from scratch. One article of
particular relevance to this project deals with the issues faced by larger quadrotors [3], which are uncommon
(most being smaller than 18” in diameter, where this quadrotor will be 30” in diameter). This article helped
us to pick motors and pulse-width modulators, as larger vehicles have different needs in terms of power
and RPM than smaller vehicles. In addition to journal articles, Santa Clara University also has a senior
design thesis written by a group in 2012 called Design and Control of a Quadrotor UAV. The authors faced
challenges similar to ours, and there is plenty to learn by examining their procedures for calibration and
design.
The thesis written by Domingues details the design process and choice of components for a quadrotor
[4]. The work in this paper was done mostly with MATLAB® and Simulink®, but was still useful from
a controls standpoint because it familiarized the group with the LQR and the equations of motion of a
quadrotor UAV. During the summer of 2012, an attempt was made to duplicate the work done in the thesis
and to build familiarity with the components of the quadrotor. There are a set of required components that
must be working to control any quadrotor, but the exact model number that was used in this project comes
from this thesis. The Domingues thesis also details the process of using alternate equations of motion based
on quaternion angles as opposed to the euler angles. This approach has a mathematical advantage that
can be very helpful when doing aggressive maneuvers with a quadrotor because it is less prone to numerical
singularities.
Another thesis, written by Balas, explained how to implement a PID and LQR controller for a quadrotor
UAV [5]. It goes into depth as to the choice of states and the general form of the controller for the purpose
of replication. The thesis details the process for designing the PID controller via root locus and the process
It also details the use of observers in quadrotors to enhance the control without adding extra sensors. The
Balas thesis also discusses how to model motor dynamics for increased accuracy. This thesis discusses uses
an H infintity or feedback linearization controller as alternatives to the LQR and PID controllers. Though
these control methods are not considered in this thesis, they opened the door to more popular alternative
control methods.
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1.4 Project Goals
The goal of this project is to design a quadrotor UAV for use by law enforcement agencies. The SQUAD
will be a lower-cost, heavier payload alternative to most current market options, and will be a higher-
performance option due to the eventual inclusion of programmed autonomous routines. The structural
design, which was the primary focus of this particular project, utilized dibond® (an aluminum/polyethylene
composite panel) to give it a durable body and protect components from impact, all at a low weight. The
control system, which was begun in this project and will be continued in future projects, will keep the
SQUAD stable while hovering, making for clear pictures and a quadrotor that doesn’t wander. The flight
routines will make the quadrotor more functional in its role as an eye in the sky. All of these goals will help
to increase its appeal to law enforcement and first responders.
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Chapter 2
System-Level Design
2.1 Customer Needs
Customer needs were determined by discussing the design project with potential users, such as several
law enforcement officers and RC enthusiasts. The questions asked of each potential customer are listed
in Appendix C. From the customer needs survey, it was determined that the cost would most likely be the
primary factor in choosing a quadrotor. However, the flight time was also key, as well as the optics, as having
the advantage of “an eye in the sky” is the primary reason for using a quadrotor UAV in a law enforcement
scenario. This heavily influences the decisions made regarding the payload the SQUAD can carry, and may
also affect the flight time. Customers also expressed concern over the body construction, and emphasized
that safety and durability are key in selecting a quadrotor design. Based on the interviews with potential
customers, Table 2.1 was created to reflect the primary concerns in each of the four key categories: flight,
payload, body, and cost.
Table 2.1: Desired quadrotor specifications based on customer needs interviews.
Quadrotor Characteristic Desired Specifications
Flight 20 minutes in the air, precise control from manual input, limited autonomy
(at least), good GPS system, quiet flight is also better
Payload Camera mainly (≈ 0.5kg), of various sorts, image quality is paramount
Frame Durable; it can drop from the air and land without being broken, and
resistant to other sorts of harmful forces; has safety mechanisms to protect those
on the ground
Cost Price cap around $10,000. Less than $10,000 is competitive with similar
products. The $5,000 dollar price tag was thought to be reasonable
2.2 System Requirements
Some basic system requirements were determined from the customer needs interviews and team goals. In
terms of flight characteristics, it was stated that for the missions that law enforcement or military personnel
would deploy the SQUAD, in which it would be necessary to observe a small geographic area and obtain video
and photographic information on the area, a flight time of 20 minutes would be necessary. Longer would be
better, but 20 minutes is the minimum time for performing reconnaissance in our desired mission scenario.
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The payload requirement for the SQUAD was set around 0.5kg, to carry a compact yet powerful camera, or
another attachment that a customer deems necessary, such as a forward-looking infrared (FLIR). The body
should be able to withstand a drop from a reasonable height, for now at least 3m. The cost of our final
system should be around $5000, but could be as expensive as $10000 to $15000 and still remain competitive
with current market options. For more system requirements, see the Product Design Specifications (PDS)
in Appendix A.
2.3 System Level Sketch and User Scenario
The quadrotor’s sensors, such as gyroscopes and accelerometers, will interact with its environment by
detecting a change in the position and attitude of the quadrotor due to a disturbance, and will send this
information to the control system computer, which is the National Instruments (NI) Single-Board RIO
(sbRIO) on board the quadrotor. This will run the input through the control system and send an output
to the quadrotor’s speed controllers, which will output the necessary voltage to the motors to provide the
needed correction. The SQUAD will also interact with its environment by observing it with a camera (either
video or photograph, or both) and sending this information back to the operators on the ground. Using the
information they receive, the operators can give the quadrotor a desired command, such as a waypoint, and
this information will again go to the control system and be transformed into output to the motors to actuate
the system. A system level sketch can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The SQUAD system level sketch.
2.4 Functional Analysis
2.4.1 Main Functions
The primary function of the quadrotor is to assist emergency responders or military personnel in gather-
ing information, assessing a situation, and deciding upon an appropriate course of action. First and foremost,
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flight is of course critical to any quadrotor. Additionally, in order for the quadrotor to be useful, it must be
able to do so from a reasonable height, around 10m. This will give the operator the ability to fly over obsta-
cles and take pictures from useful angle and over a large area. Another central function to the mission of the
SQUAD is communication of information, which will be done using high quality camera to capture images
and/or video and transmitting this information through a wireless communication device. The pictures and
video must be clear enough that the scene can be completely reconstructed from the pictures, as they could
serve as evidence in an investigation if a law enforcement agency were deploying the SQUAD. Control is
also very important to the mission, as the quadrotor will need a controller which keeps the quadrotor stable
about its position and maintains level attitude. Finally, the quadrotor will need a large battery to provide
the electricity for the motors and controller and allow an acceptable flight time.
2.4.2 Main Subfunctions
The subfunctions of the SQUAD are the autonomous routines that we will program it to complete.
These are not vital to the functioning of the quadrotor, but they are installed for the ease of use for the
customer, and as an improvement over currently available commercial quadrotors. The routines will include
maneuvers such as take off, landing, hold position, waypoint navigation, and circling a GPS coordinate.
These subfunctions are not critical to the mission of the quadrotor, but they provide convenient methods of
control and allow the operator to focus on the information provided by the quadrotor rather than the control
of the quadrotor. These are goals that we will attempt to accomplish if we have time, or that we leave for
continuation by another team.
2.4.3 Inputs, Outputs, and Constraints
The most important input to the quadrotor is the electrical power stored in the form of a DC battery
that it will convert into mechanical power using the motors and speed controllers. The user will also provide
input in the form of commands that instruct the quadrotor to perform particular routines or by taking
manual control of the quadrotor. The user may only need a simple button for certain commands, such as
takeoff or landing; however, for commands such as waypoint navigation, the user will need to input the
GPS coordinate for the quadrotor’s desired position. Sensors attached to the quadrotor will determine the
position and attitude of the system. Another input button may be used to send a command to the camera to
take a picture. Manual input will be required for situations in which the autonomous control cannot satisfy
the needs of the emergency responders and they feel the need to take complete control of the quadrotor.
Again, the main outputs of the system are the thrust and torque generated by the rotational speeds
of the four rotors. The control system will use the inputs of the system to generate commands for each of
the motors which will be interpreted by the speed controllers and result in the required thrust and torque
for each motor. The thrust and torque will then result in the translational or rotational motion of the
quadrotor. The camera footage generated by the SQUAD comprises another output of the system. Finally,
the quadrotor should output its exact position to the control computer so that the operators may monitor
its status.
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2.5 Benchmarking Results
Several existing quadrotor models are currently commercially available and can be used to provide a
reference point for the specifications and performance of the SQUAD. These quadrotors include Santa Clara
University’s Claracopter, created by the 2012 senior design team of mechanical engineers; the Draganflyer™
X4, a high-end professional quadrotor; and the Parrot® AR Drone, a cheap quadrotor controlled by an
iPhone® or iPad® and marketed as a high-tech toy.
2.5.1 Claracopter 2012
At the beginning of the SQUAD project, we looked back upon the Claracopter 2012 quadrotor, shown
in Figure 2.2 and considered the ways in which our quadrotor could be different and what could be done
to make it better than the previous one. It was concluded that one of the most pressing concerns with the
Claracopter was its inability to complete its specified mission, which was intended to be search and rescue
support. This Claracopter only had a flight time of about 15 minutes, which is not long enough to locate a
missing person. Additionally, the camera was not of high enough quality for the operator to see a person in
the image above an altitude of about 10m. Finally, the Claracopter team also hoped to utilize autonomous
control, but was stymied by implementation and the autonomy was never realized [6].
Figure 2.2: The Claracopter 2012 quadrotor [6].
The SQUAD team hopes to show improvement over Claracopter’s team by fulfilling our mission. These
include reaching our minimum target flight time of 20 minutes, which is an acceptable duration for our
mission. Whereas the camera on the Claracopter was merely capable of standard definition video and lacked
photographic capability, we hope to get a full HD GoPro® camera for high quality images and video.
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Additionally, we have a reasonable plan for the implementation of our control system that includes using
LabVIEW, which has an easier to use visual interface, and examining existing quadrotor control systems.
2.5.2 Draganflyer X4
The Draganflyer X4, pictured in Figure 2.3, is a popular high end quadrotor that is increasingly being
marketed toward law enforcement, and thus is the most similar model to what the SQUAD will be [7].
However, the X4 currently costs around $10000 to $15000 in its most basic form (we don’t know for certain
because Draganfly won’t give the price on their website, customers must request a quote). It is a very high
quality product though, as it demonstrates a nearly unrivaled level of stability and disturbance rejection
while hovering [8]. Additionally, it can manage a payload up to 0.7kg, enabling it to carry heavy, high
quality optics. While it does not have any autonomous routines, it can be set to hold itself at its current
GPS coordinate, which could be classified as semi-autonomous. The total weight of the X4 is about 2kg and
its flight time is around 15 minutes, similar to our goals with the SQUAD. More details can be found in the
PDS in Appendix A.
Figure 2.3: The Draganflyer X4 in flight [8].
2.5.3 Parrot AR Drone
The Parrot AR Drone, seen in Figure 2.4, is a very popular commercially available quadrotor that is
sold as a high-tech toy [9]. While it does not achieve many of the technical specifications we are seeking with
the SQUAD (that is, it has a short range, low altitude, no payload, little stability), it does have aesthetic
qualities that we very much desire, such as having hidden wires and smooth curvature to its outer surfaces.
The designers of the Parrot took the time to make it aesthetically appealing, as well as achieve a user-friendly
interface. The Parrot is controlled via an application for iOS and Android™ devices, and is simple enough for
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even inexperienced users to fly. While we will not be able to mimic this feature, we would like our interface
to be simple enough for inexperienced users. Additionally, the Parrot has a small video camera that streams
its video feed live to the mobile device being used to control it, so the pilot always has a first person view of
the Parrot’s flight. The ergonomics of this system give us a goal to strive for with our own quadrotor.
Figure 2.4: The Parrot AR Drone [9].
2.6 System Issues
2.6.1 System Options and Tradeoffs
Choosing the size of the quadrotor was a difficult problem. One inherent tradeoff with the size of the
quadrotor is the tradeoff between payload and flight time. The larger the payload that the quadrotor is
carrying, the shorter the flight time will be. This presents a problem since both available payload and flight
time were important specifications for our project. To some extent the flight time of the quadrotor could be
increased by reducing the maximum payload. Another issue was presented by determining the size of motor
required. This conflict of interests also appears when sizing the motors. Increasing the size of the motors
increases the maximum payload but decreases the flight time if the same battery is used. Another issue
was encountered when determining the size of the vehicle. A larger distance between motors will generally
result in a more stable vehicle since the distance from the center of gravity gives a larger lever arm on
which the motor may act. However increasing the size of the quadrotor makes the vehicle more difficult
to transport and can result in a design that is more susceptible to turbulence and wind due to the larger
profile of the vehicle. Increasing the size of the quadrotor will also likely increase the weight and therefore
decrease the flight time. One of the most important compromises is between weight and strength. The
quadrotor obviously must be strong enough to fly without deforming, but the ability to withstand falls and
rough handling is very important as well. In order to add more strength, more material is necessary, but
this additional weight adversely affects flight time, payload, and control authority.
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2.6.2 Design Rationale
The customer interviews revealed that the camera quality was the most important design aspect of the
SQUAD. Since the camera quality was so important to the customer it was decided to design the quadrotor
to fly efficiently with a payload equal to the weight of a high quality camera. This would allow the quadrotor
to carry more weight than the camera alone if necessary, but would result in the best compromise between
flight time and payload when the payload is essential to the mission. With the designed payload known
the size of the motors could be determined. It would be crucial to have powerful motors to lift the extra
weight, and that meant including a bigger battery and using a larger frame, all of which increase the weight.
However, with a large enough battery, a longer flight time may be achieved as well, as long as the motors can
operate in their efficient range and not discharge the battery too rapidly. Since all of these factors are related
to the size of the motors, an iterative estimation method was used to determine the most appropriate size.
This iterative estimation process is shown in more depth in Chapter 4. Larger, more powerful components
also create a tradeoff with cost, but it was decided that the cost of components was less important than
meeting our design specifications. This was appropriate since the larger components could still be obtained
within our budget (as shown in the budget in Appendix C) and did not result in a large change in the overall
cost of the product.
2.7 Layout of System Level Design
The most current design of the SQUAD’s quadrotor is shown below in Figure 2.5. This model is created
using the Solidworks® Computer Aided Design (CAD) software package. The body is made from dibond,
an aluminum-polyethylene sandwich material, and the circular plates provide spaces for the battery and the
sbRIO.
Figure 2.5: The most current system design.
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Chapter 3
Team and Project Management
3.1 Project Challenges and Constraints
With a project as complicated as the quadrotor, there are many different types of challenges that must
be dealt with throughout the design of the product. One of the most difficult challenges to overcome was the
time constraints of the project. Since the project had to be completed within three quarters, it was difficult to
reach our project goals. Because of these time constraints, the goals of the project were constantly evaluated
and revised according to what seemed to be accomplishable in the remaining time. Another challenge was
that none of the group members had significant programming or electronic engineering experience. This was
mitigated by using LabVIEW as the programming language for the project, however LabVIEW itself takes
time to learn to use effectively and this caused issues throughout the project. One of the biggest problems
that the controls group faced was determining how to get all of the different components to communicate
properly. The sensors used I2C communication protocol and a very large amount of time was devoted
to retrieving useful information from the sensors using LabVIEW. The frame team faced difficulties when
deciding how and where to get the DiBond machined for the quadrotor frame. Initially it was thought that
the material would need to be machined by an outside machinist at prototyping costs. These costs proved to
be too high for the budget of the project, however, and eventually the team found ways to machine the frame
pieces in the school machine shop using digital milling machines available there. This reduced manufacturing
costs and provided strong and precise parts.
3.2 Budget
The SQUAD team was provided with funding by Santa Clara University’s Engineering Undergraduate
Programs. With the $2500 we received, we were able to design and build two different quadrotor prototypes.
Please see the budget in Appendix C for a detailed breakdown of expenses.
3.3 Design Process
Once the project goals were determined and solidified, the true design work could begin. The first step
of this process was to determine the size of the quadrotor and choose the components that would be used for
it. Since the components used for the quadrotor are based almost entirely on the weight of the quadrotor,
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the components can be chosen independently of the design and before the design is completed. The weight
of the quadrotor was determined using an iterative process in which the components were chosen based on
the weight of the payload and the frame, a battery was chosen to give sufficient flight time, and then the
thrust to weight ratio of the quadrotor was calculated and used to determine the components for the next
iteration. A figure depicting this process can be seen in the slideshow in the appendix of this report. Once
the components were chosen the first prototype of the frame could be created. This prototype was designed
to use the chosen components and carry the payload previously discussed in this document.
3.4 Risks and Mitigations
There were a number of risks from the outset of the project which could pose problems and make the
completion of the project difficult. The biggest risk with this project was falling behind schedule and not
being able to complete the project on time. This risk could take the form of delayed meeting, delay when
ordering parts online, or simply tasks taking longer than anticipated. Some aspects of this risk cannot easily
be eliminated. For example it is impossible to foresee what design problems are going to take longer than
anticipated or to know how long troubleshooting will take. However there are steps that can be taken to
reduce these types of risk. In order to mitigate the risk of falling behind schedule we created and revised
schedules at the beginning of each quarter throughout the year. Another strategy to reduce this risk was
to have weekly meetings to discuss accomplishments, plans for the next week and generally discuss the
progress of the project. Another risk was that our project would not achieve the goals that were set out
at the beginning of the project. In order to ensure that the project goals were met they were defined and
quantified at the beginning of the project and were used as guidelines in designing the project early on. This
allowed the project requirements to be the driving force behind the design of the product and made clear
and measurable goals against which the performance of the project could easily be checked. One risk of a
more personal matter was the risk of some people doing either much more work or much less work than the
others in the group. This uneven workload could result in subpar work or strain the relationships of the
team. In order to mitigate this risk the team was divided into two separate groups which were responsible
for different parts of the project. Splitting the workload between two teams ensured that work was spread
across a greater number of people and allowed the team members to work in parallel even when one person
was stuck on a problem. Team members were also encouraged to share any concerns that they had about
workload or teamwork at any point in the project.
3.5 Team Management
In order to facilitate the smooth and efficient design of the control system and the frame design two
individual teams were created, one to work on each aspect of the project. These teams could work individually
and in parallel to complete the work in the most efficient manner possible. The teams met at least once
each week to maintain communication between the two groups. There was a team leader assigned to be the
spokesperson for the group and delegate responsibility between the two groups. Peter Baumgartner fulfilled
this role and was the person responsible for communication between the two groups, and with the advisor
and other faculty. Since each sub team consisted of just two members there was no specific leader within
each group; team members worked cooperatively and shared responsibility for work completion.
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3.5.1 Structure Team
The structure or frame team consisted of Peter Baumgartner and Mike McCormick. They were in charge
of designing and constructing a prototype frame which was capable of meeting all of the requirements put
forth for the project.
3.5.2 Controls Team
The controls team was comprised of Jacob Adams and Mark Johnson. This team was responsible for
designing the controls system for the quadrotor project.
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Chapter 4
Components
In the world of UAVs, there is a contradictory relationship between flight time and weight. This
relationship is used to drive the structural design of any flying vehicle. For all quadrotors, or for any
multirotors for that matter, when designing the structure, there is a circular relationship between flight
time, weight and structural stability. When trying to maximize flight time, the most desirable scenario is
having a high-capacity battery paired with motors that have minimal current draw. However, as the capacity
of the batteries increase, so does the weight, which means that the current draw of the motors is higher to
fly with the additional weight. Ultimately, this means that flight time is decreased. Due to this circular
relationship, the sizing of the quadrotor is performed in an iterative fashion.
4.1 Component Requirements
Since all of these factors (weight, flight time, etc.) are dependent on one another, it is important to
determine the most important factors for the flight. From the start, the SQUAD’s mission has involved aerial
information gathering using semi-autonomous routines, so it is important to design a capable of carrying a
camera suitable for taking high quality video and pictures. A suitable camera class determined to meet the
SQUAD’s mission requires a digital single-lens reflex camera, or DSLR. These are mid-sized cameras that
have the capability to capture high quality images and video. The average weight of a DSLR is approximately
600g [10].
Since the mission also calls for autonomous control, a powerful flight controller must be onboard the
quadrotor. Traditionally, single-board micro controllers are used as flight controllers. These types of con-
trollers have limited processing power and were deemed not quick enough and powerful enough to fulfill the
mission of the SQUAD. An alternative controller, the NI sbRIO, was chosen as a suitable replacement, which
weighs 285g.
When the critical components used in the quadrotor were decided, the iterative sizing process could
begin. The frame weight was estimated using the combined weight of the NI sbRIO and DSLR camera so
as to provide a stable platform for which to mount to. The motors and speed controllers were then sized
so as to have approximately 2.5:1 thrust to weight ratio when using an average battery weight of 600g. A
battery was then sized so as to provide a sufficient flight time to fulfill the mission. The thrust to weight
ratio and potential current draw was then re-evaluated and the process reiterated. The process is reiterated
several times to ensure that the components chosen will be the optimal for the design of the quadrotor. In
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the earlier stages of the project, it was determined that the total flight-ready weight is to be approximately
2.8− 3.2kg.
4.2 Components Implemented
4.2.1 NI SB Rio
As stated previously, the flight controller to be used for the SQUAD’s quadrotor is the NI sbRIO.
The sbRIO weighs 285g and is the ideal flight controller for this mission [11]. The sbRIO platforms uses
a combination of real-time processors, reconfigurable FPGA’s, as well as analog and digital input/outputs.
One of the appeals of the NI sbRIO is the fully programmable gate arrays, FPGA’s, which allow for ease
in implementing autonomous routines. Some of the various autonomous routines include flight maneuvers
such as take-off, landing, waypoint navigation and circling around a certain position. The board is seen in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The NI sbRIO (units are inches).
4.2.2 Batteries
With the anticipated weights of the flight controller and camera taken into consideration, there are
several component weights that must then be estimated: motors, battery, speed controllers and the frame.
The battery used in the iterative sizing process was chosen based upon average battery sizes for larger
quadrotors. The size of the frame is also a factor.
After selecting the motors, it was important to go back and select a battery that could meet the current
draw from the motors at an expected nominal setting, and provide a flight time around 15-20 minutes. The
nominal current was chosen to correspond to a hovering state, so the output thrust matched the estimated
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quadrotor weight. The total current draw for the motors at hovering thrust was taken from the datasheets
provided by the manufacturer and compared to batteries in the 8000 − 9000mAh range to find a match.
Ultimately, the battery chosen was the Foxtech 9000mAh 4S battery (seen in Figure 4.2), for its high capacity
and relatively low cost [12].
Figure 4.2: Foxtech 9000mAh 4S battery.
4.2.3 Frame
Since the mission of the SQUAD involves aerial information gathering, the ability to carry a powerful
camera as a payload strongly influenced the the structural design. For instance, a small frame should
not carry either a large battery or large camera because it will alter the moment of inertia, which in turn,
decreases the stability of the structure while in flight. Considering that, between the combined weights of the
camera, flight controller, and the battery, totaling to 1485g, we expect the frame to weight approximately
50% of the combined weight. This turns out to be 743g. The reason why 50% of the combined weight
between the camera, flight controller and battery is chosen is to provide a stable platform for which to build
upon. This estimate is extremely rough because at a conceptual design stage, it is nearly impossible to know
the weight without knowing the structural material used. This estimate is useful because it allows for the
completion of the quadrotor sizing process.
We assumed a large quadrotor would be built, using propellers in the range of 30cm to lift heavy
quadrotors. Since the sbRIO is 15cm wide, the center area of the frame must be at least that wide to
accommodate for the fastening of the board to the structure. Using these lengths, this quadrotor will have
a motor to motor of approximately 50cm.
4.2.4 Motors
The motors and speed controllers were chosen by an iterative process since commercially available
components were to be used. The motors were chosen to provide a thrust to weight ratio of about 2.5:1
(2:1 is a generally accepted standard in the RC hobby community, with an additional factor of safety of
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0.25). Suitable electronic speed controllers must be chosen so as to safely operate under the maximum
current draw of the motors. Using this method, the motors that were chosen were BP A2820-6 Brushless
Outrunner motors and the speed controllers that were chosen were Turnigy Plush 60A controllers [13, 14].
These motors will provide a maximum thrust of 1.9kg each (as determined by the manufacturer), and draw
a peak amperage of about 40A. Therefore, 40A speed controllers with 15 second 60A burst were chosen to
provide more than the maximum current draw of the motors in order to protect them from damage. Based
on manufacturing specifications, these components provide a thrust to weight ratio of approximately 2.25:1
which is acceptable for a quadrotor. Our motor and propeller can be seen in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: The motor and propeller (units are inches).
4.2.5 Speed Controllers
Due to the linear relationship between the angular velocity of the motor spindle and the input voltage,
controlling the input voltage into the motors is crucial to the success of the overall control of the quadrotor.
The input voltage supplied to the motors is controlled by the electronic speed controllers, which use transistors
to either step down or up the voltage. The electronic speed controllers are rated on both number of cells for
various battery types as well as for the amount of current passing through the speed controllers. Since each
of the BP A2820-6 motors draw 35A at max power, the Turnigy Plush 40A Speed Controller was chosen as
the appropriate ESC for the quadrotor, seen in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Turnigy Plush 40A Speed Controller (units are inches).
4.2.6 Sensors
Since the mission of this project involves the use of some semi-autonomous routines, various sensors were
chosen to assist in the execution of these various routines. For stability reasons, sensors need to be aboard the
quadrotor so as to interpret the motion of the quadrotor in real time. Typically, this is done through the use
of an accelerometer, gyroscope or a magnetometer. For this project, both an accelerometer and a gyroscope
are placed onboard the quadrotor so as to provide information about the quadrotor’s movement. The two
sensors will give information about both translational movement (accelerometer) and rotational movement
(gyroscope), resulting in information about six degrees of freedom. The addition of a magnetometer to the
gyroscope and accelerometer would give information about nine degrees of freedom of the structure while in
flight. Magnetometers are useful because they give information about the amount of drift of the quadrotor,
while in flight. Our gyroscope/accelerometer unit is shown in Figure 4.5 [15].
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Figure 4.5: IMU Digital Combo Board - 6 Degrees of Freedom ITG3200/ADXL345 [15].
Position control is also an important feature of the quadrotor’s mission. This can be accomplished
through the use of a Global Positioning System receiver, also known as GPS. When deciding which GPS
to choose, it was noticed that some GPS receivers also contained an onboard compass, which provides
heading information. This is useful because the GPS/compass sensor combination eliminates the need for
a magnetometer because the GPS and compass will give real-time feedback to the flight controller about
the amount of drift that the structure experiences, while in flight. The compass will also allow for heading
control. Our GPS unit is shown in Figure 4.6 [16].
Figure 4.6: 50 Channel GS407 Helical GPS Receiver [16].
Another useful flight routine is altitude control, where the quadrotor has the ability to hold a certain
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height off of the ground. Altitude control can be accomplished through the use of a barometer, which is a
pressure sensor. By measuring the change in pressure, the change in height is calculated through a simple
manipulation in the control system. The barometer we used can be seen in Figure 4.7 below [17]. The
barometer has a large tolerance as it pertains to accuracy, so in conjunction with a barometer, a range finder
is used for takeoff and landing. The range finder uses ultrasonic waves to determine distance. Generally,
ultrasonic range finders are extremely accurate at close range, but lose accuracy as range increases. The
range finder is useful when running routines such as hover, take-off and landing, while the barometer is useful
for maintaining a certain height off of the ground, out of range of the range finder.
Figure 4.7: Barometric Pressure Sensor - BMP085 Breakout [17].
4.2.7 Propellers
The propellers chosen for the design were based on manufacturing thrust and current draw ratings. The
manufacturer recommends 11× 5.5in propellers which produce, along with the motors at full power, 1.9kg
at 35A ??. This will allow for additional payload and a reasonable expected flight time of 14 minutes.
4.2.8 Camera and Camera Mount
In order to satisfy the SQUAD’s mission, it was originally decided that the camera used in this project
should be a DLSR, but due to budget constraints, the team had to compromise with a GoPro Hero 3. GoPro
cameras are good cameras for use in a quadrotor because they come in a durable case, which has the ability
to protect the camera from falls of various heights. The GoPro camera has the ability to take high definition
video of 1080p quality, while simultaneously taking pictures. Due to this ability, the GoPro is deemed as a
suitable alternative to the DLSR and costs $199.
Paired with our GoPro camera is a two degree of freedom camera mount, which allows for pitch and roll
actuation. This is important because no matter the orientation of the quadrotor, the camera can be oriented
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in reference with the ground, using simple servo motors. The camera mount also has vibration reducing
grommets, which allow for smoother video quality and minimizes blurriness.
4.2.9 Wireless Communication
Wireless communication is achieved through the use of an XBee transmitter and receiver.
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Chapter 5
Detail Design
When designing any vertical takeoff and landing vehicle, and in our case, a quadrotor, there are many
factors that must be designed for. One of the most important factors is the weight; while it is important to
design a structure that is capable of withstanding significant loads and stresses, it must also be light enough
to fly. Besides designing for strength and weight, another important factor to consider when designing is
vibration. Designing a structure that is prone to low modes of vibration can cause the structure to behave
erratically while in flight. Therefore, when designing the structure of the quadrotor, it is important to design
for weight, strength, stiffness, vibration, machinability and impact resistance. As with any structure, it will
perform well in some areas but lack in others; it is determined that the top three factors to design for are:
machinability, strength and weight.
Since the mission of the SQUAD is to design and build a quadrotor aimed towards law enforcement
agencies, there is a requirement of having an onboard camera that is capable of capturing high definition
video and picture. As was previously mentioned, the two required components onboard the quadrotor are the
flight controller, NI sbRIO, and a DSLR camera. Based on the large nature of the size of these components,
several frame ideas were brought to light. The first, being to use Santa Clara’s Claracopter 2012 frame
design as a foundation to build upon. The Claracopter 2012 is a medium sized quadrotor that measures
36cm from motor to motor and is made from 6.35mm thick polycarbonate sheets, a flexible, yet impact
resistant material. The structure, ultimately, was deemed too weak for the additional weight and size of the
sbRIO and DSLR. The second option for a frame is to purchase a commercially available quadrotor, which
can then be altered to fit the needs of this project. There are many commercially available quadrotors, but
due to requirements of structural analysis and an underlying eagerness to design and create a frame, the
team chose option three: to design and create a frame.
5.1 Design Revisions
5.1.1 Features of the First Design
From the fall quarter, preliminary designs made use of expanded polypropylene foam as a frame material.
Also known as EPP, it is able to absorb large kinetic impacts without breaking. It also exhibits memory
foam characteristics, allowing the EPP to return to its original shape in a short amount of time after various
impacts and deformations [18]. The EPP frame design also utilized an outer fairing so as to protect the
quadrotor from incidental contacts with buildings and trees, but also to protect bystanders near the quadrotor
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while in flight. The 60× 60× 7.5cm EPP sheet is cut in such a way so as to create a pocket in the middle
of the structure, a pocket that contains the flight controller and all of the other various components. The
center of the pocket also contains two aluminum plates, which bind the aluminum square tubes together,
which serve as the quadrotor arms. Landing gear and the camera mount are also attached to the aluminum
plates. The CAD rendered assembly is seen in Figure 5.1.
Ultimately, due to limited supplier ability and basic strength hand calculations, the EPP design was
deemed as not suitable for this project.
Figure 5.1: The first design, utilizing aluminum tubing and EPP.
5.1.2 Frame Design and Materials Research
After extensive research of frame designs and potential materials, the team discovered dibond, a 3mm
thick aluminum composite sheet material. The material dibond takes two sheets of 0.3mm thick aluminum
sheets and sandwiches them around a polyethylene core. Its recommended applications consist of framing
and signage because of its weather resistance, excellent durability, and its light weight. The bending radius
of the sheet material is 90mm, which does not create a sharp bend, but the material can be routed and
returned to add a third dimension to the sheet and is approximately one half the weight of aluminum.
As is seen in Figure 5.2, dibond, when compared to other materials, has excellent bending stiffness, while
also keeping its weight down [19]. The corresponding material thickness of the various materials corresponds
to the thickness required to match the bending stiffness of a 3mm sheet of dibond. The material sample is
translated laterally to the right to indicate the weight of the corresponding materials. The farther to the
right that the sample of the material extends, the heavier the sample that is needed to match the bending
stiffness of dibond. Dibond is an optimal frame material for use in a quadrotor because rigidity can be
maintained while the overall size and weight is minimized.
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Figure 5.2: A comparison of stiffness, thickness, and weight between dibond and other available materials
[19].
5.1.3 Features of the First Dibond Design
The first dibond design was created to provide a platform for the controls team to test in their simulation.
The overall design was large, heavy, strong and rigid. It was never intended to experience untethered flights.
As a result, the structure was not built with landing gear. The main hub area, which serves as the connecting
plates to which the arms are bound to, is significantly larger than the most current design. The first design’s
hub is 240mm across whereas the current design’s hub is 195mm across. The first design made use of spacers
so as to provide a connection, whereas the most current design uses standoffs, for ease in assembly. Overall,
the first dibond design, seen in Figure 5.3 is very similar to the most current design, utilizing most of the
same features, but altering the overall dimensions of the design.
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Figure 5.3: The first dibond design.
5.1.4 Features of the Current Dibond Design
The second iteration of the dibond design preserved many of the better attributes of the first dibond
design and added some new features. The second dibond design, seen in Figure 5.4, took a weight reduction
approach, attempting to remove as much weight as possible, while still maintaining, with a factor of safety,
enough strength to withstand dynamic loadings of up to 2g’s. In conjunction with the weight reduction
approach, the second dibond design attempted to make the assembly and disassembly of the quadrotor
much simpler than that of the first dibond design. Since the second design is flown without being tethered,
safety measures are also taken. Loctite, a fastener adhesive, is applied directly to the fasteners. This is used
to eliminate the possibility of vibrational loosening of the fasteners.
The weight reduction of the frame came in the form of scaling the entire structure down. The difference
in motor to motor distance between the first and second dibond design is 50mm. This difference was achieved
by shortening the main hub region. The main hub region of the first dibond design used a square shape,
while the main hub of the second dibond design is in the shape of a circle. Other weight reduction techniques
came in the form of changing fastener materials. Instead of using steel screws, aluminum spacers and nylon
spacers, this design uses aluminum standoffs and screws, as well as nylon standoffs, screws, threaded rods
and nuts. The second design incorporates more nylon fasteners than the first design, which reduced the
weight of previously having used steel screws and mostly aluminum spacers. The total flight-ready weight,
excluding the camera and camera mount is 2.9kg, 0.3kg lighter than the first dibond design.
After creating and assembling the first dibond design, it was imperative that the assembly of the
structure needed to be much simpler.This was due to the fact that there was only one way to assemble the
entire design. The sbRIO had to be attached to the top of the main hub first before any of the arms and
bottom hub could be attached. For experimental testing purposes, it is important that the flight controller
board can be easily removed, while keeping the structure intact. This can be achieved through the use of
standoffs instead of spacers, threaded rods, screws and nuts. By using a combination of different fasteners,
a structure that is easily assembled can just as easily be disassembled.
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Figure 5.4: The second dibond design.
5.2 Details of the Current Design
5.2.1 Main Hub
The main hub region of the quadrotor is one of the most important features of the design. It houses all
of the components needed for flight, but it also protects them from environmental disturbances. The main
hub also serves a secondary purpose; it “sandwiches” the arms of the quadrotor so as to keep them in place
while in use. For manufacturability reasons, the main hub has consistent mounting hole patterns and the
same overall shape and dimensions as the previous design. A detailed drawing of the main hub can be seen
in Appendix E.
Attached to the main hub are the bottom and top plates. The battery chosen for this project is a
9000mAh 4s LiPo, which measures 208×68×24mm. The diameter of the main hub plates is 195mm, which
is shorter than that of the length of the battery. Because of this, it is important that the battery is securely
fastened to the main hub. To securely fasten the battery to the structure, two slots have been cut on the
bottom plate of the main hub, which allow for velcro straps to hold the battery in place.
Also attached to the bottom plate of the main hub is an additional bottom , which provides protection
to the battery, but also serves as an attachment region for the camera mount. The standoffs are placed in
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such a position so as to minimize the amount of movement of the battery. When the battery is depleted and
needs to be removed, the design allows for the battery to slide out of the hub when the velcro is detached,
and it can then be charged in a different location.
Attached to the top of the main hub is a top plate. In a similar fashion to the bottom plate, this plate
serves two functions. The first is to provide added protection to the sbRIO, which is attached to the top
plate of the main hub. The secondary purpose is to act as a mounting plate for the remaining components:
receiver, transmitter, GPS, etc. A similar fastening technique of using standoffs is implemented so as to
make the assembly of the quadrotor quick and easy.
5.2.2 Arms
Possibly the most important aspect for designing any kind of quadrotor involves the design of arms that
are strong enough to support the upward thrust from the attached motors, but also having the strength to
endure falls from various heights. The arms are critical to the design. They keep the motors held 250mm
away from the center of the main hub, measuring to a length of 18cm. The arms also act as a cantilever
beam, which is susceptible to vibration. Besides designing for strength, the arms also need to be vibration
resistant, while minimizing deflection due to vibration. The thought process behind the conceptual design is
that, to minimize vibration, the amount of contact points should be minimized. However, minimizing contact
points reduces the strength of the arms, so the use of a U-shaped channel is implemented to increase both
strength and rigidity, as well as to minimize vibration. The U-shape of the arm can be seen in Appendix E.
5.2.3 Motor Mounts
The brushless motors used in this project are mounted to the motor mounts using four M3 screws with
threaded shaft length of 5mm. The motor mounts are designed such that they have consistent mounting
holes with the arms. The motor mount is cut such that when the arm fits into place and is fastened together,
the arms are preloaded. The arms are preloaded because the arm tab sits into the slot of the motor mount
and the interaction between the motor mount and the arm generates a preload force. The preload is useful
because it provides extra resistance and strength to the extremities of the quadrotor in case of unintended
crashes and falls.
5.2.4 Landing Gear
Landing gear for the quadrotor is also made from dibond. Since the majority of forces induced into
the structure cause a tensile stress, the design of the landing gear utilizes an arch shape. An arch is a
pure compression form, which resolves forces into compressive stresses, in turn eliminating tensile stresses
[20]. Since the material dibond is stronger in compression, this arched design should provide the strongest
possible landing gear. Since the dibond material is in the sheet form, there are two legs per arm, one on
each side. The legs are fastened together through the use of both nylon and aluminum standoffs and screws.
The standoffs are 31.8mm in length and are also #10-32.
5.2.5 Overall Design Comments
When designing the structure of the quadrotor, it is important to identify possible problems dealing with
clearance holes. For ease of assembly purposes, mounting holes should not interfere with one another, and
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it should be easy and quick to assemble. The design utilizes standoffs, screws, threaded rods and nuts. For
the current design, screw size is 10 with 32 threads per inch, also referred to as #10-32. The consistency of
using #10-32 screw threads throughout the majority of the design is also for assembly purposes. A detailed
parts list consisting of each part weight, respective cost and the amount used in the most current design can
be seen in Appendix C.
5.3 Finite Element Analysis
For the quadrotor, the most important structural analysis aspects that need to be calculated are the
natural frequencies, or modes of vibrations as well as the strength of the system. For structural analysis
of the quadrotor, multiple finite element solvers were used as an aid, ultimately, the task was performed
through Abaqus® CAE. The following results were obtained through an academic version of Abaqus that
has a 20,000 node limit. The Von Mises stresses and deflection were calculated for the loading conditions of
hover and a 2g-dynamic loading scenario.
5.3.1 Meshing Method
For the structural analysis of a quadrotor, the most accurate meshing method determined to provide
the best results is the shell element method. Shell elements are specifically designed to accurately model
bending in thin three-dimensional structures, and the perfect example of this is the shell element mesh of an
I-Beam, as seen in Figure 5.5 [21].
Figure 5.5: An example of the shell meshing method on an I-Beam [21].
Consistent with the I-beam example, shell elements are used and placed at the midsurface, which is an
imaginary surface that lies halfway between the outer and inner surfaces. This method is deemed to be the
best meshing method for the quadrotor because the structure is made from a 3mm thick sheet of material.
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Other meshing methods were considered, including solid body meshing, however, due to the node limit of
20,000, the mesh would have been too coarse to provide accurate results that also converged. In Figure 5.6,
the mesh of the quadrotor structure is seen. Also noticed in the figure is only half of the structure, as if it
were cut in half.
Figure 5.6: The mesh used for FEA.
Only half of the quadrotor structure is simulated in Abaqus due to the node limit of the academic
version. The mesh would have been too coarse to provide useful results if the entire structure was modeled.
5.3.2 Boundary Conditions
In order to correctly simulate the stresses induced in the structure while in flight, various boundary
conditions had to be created so as to fix the quadrotor in space. Other boundary conditions include the
simulation of various components by the use of inertias and point masses. Stresses are generated in the
structure through the applied motor thrust. To cause the quadrotor to hover in place, the combined forces
generated by the motor and propeller combination will offset the forces of gravity on the various components
of the frame, including all of the hardware. Ideally, since the quadrotor has no fixed connection while in
flight, the structure should be stationary due to a balancing of forces, but this is not possible because the
FEA solver produces negative eigenvalues, which in turn produces imaginary results.
Since the various components used in the quadrotor have significant mass in comparison to the frame,
it is important to take their masses and inertias into account at their respective locations on the frame.
For instance, since the motor is near the outer most reaches of the frame, not only are the motor forces
simulated at that region, but the mass and inertia of the motor are also simulated there. The inertias of
the components are generated through Solidworks and then input into the Abaqus software. Figure 5.7
shows the structure of the first dibond design quadrotor in Abaqus. In the figure, the boundary and loading
conditions are shown. In particular, the motor load at each respective motor location shown with yellow
arrows, the fixed points on quadrotor, shown in orange and blue arrows. Also shown in Appendix F are the
locations for the various component inertias and masses indicated by a reference point, RP.
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Figure 5.7: The boundary conditions on the first dibond design for FEA in Abaqus.
5.3.3 Static Structural Loading
The first analysis performed on the structure was a static structural loading condition, where the
motor loading forces are only enough to offset the weight of the entire structure and its components. Since
the structure weighs approximately 3.2kg, the motor load applied to each motor is 7.85N . Using the
previously mentioned fixed conditions, the following results are obtained. As was originally predicted, there
are stress concentration regions where the screws are kept into place by the spacers and pushed against
by the surrounding dibond material. In one of these regions, there is a localized stress of 20.5N/mm2,
approximately one half of the yield stress of the material.
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Figure 5.8: The von Mises stresses for static loading FEA.
Figure 5.8 shows the stress throughout the entire structure, while Figure 5.9 shows the localized region
of stress where the highest stress value occurs, as shown in red. The highest region of stress occurs at the
junction where the arm connects to the main hub.
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Figure 5.9: Detail of von Mises stresses near hub through holes for static loading FEA.
The deformation of the structure is also analyzed (shown in Figure 5.10), giving an estimate of the
maximum possible deflection caused by the hover loading condition. According to the analysis, the maximum
deflection experienced, when the motors displace 7.85N of force, is 0.48mm. This very small amount of
deflection should not be a problem for the control and stability of the quadrotor while in flight.
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Figure 5.10: The structural deformation for static loading FEA.
5.3.4 Dynamic Loading Condition
Using the same fixed and inertial assignments as in the static structural loading condition, a rotational
loading condition is applied so as to simulate a turn, which would subject the quadrotor to 2g’s of force. The
radius of the turn is three meters with a rotational velocity of 1.43rad/s. The resulting stress (seen in Figure
5.11) induced into the structure is 28.8N/mm2, still far below the yield stress of the material, dibond. Once
again, the highest stress regions are at the connection regions where the spacers, screws and dibond meet.
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Figure 5.11: Von Mises stresses for dynamic loading.
As is similar to the previous static loading condition, the arms act as cantilever beams and the maximum
deflection is expected to occur at the outer reaches of the arms. For the dynamically loaded condition, the
maximum deflection is 0.51mm (Figure 5.12). Once again, this small deflection should have no effect on the
control and stability of the quadrotor while in flight.
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Figure 5.12: Structural deformation for dynamic loading.
5.3.5 Modal Analysis
The natural modes of vibration are generated through Abaqus’s Modal Analysis toolbox. As expected,
the natural frequencies of the structure are low, with the lowest mode of 81.5Hz. While in flight, since
the structure will be subjected to many different disturbances, the lowest frequencies are that of the most
concern. The first mode shape is seen in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: The first mode shape.
For reference, the battery, attached to the bottom of the quadrotor structure, weighs 890g and measures
208× 64× 24mm. As is seen in this figure, the first mode of vibration is dominated by the battery, causing
the bottom portion of the structure, to which the battery is attached, to deflect. The maximum deflection
caused by the battery, when at this frequency, is 1mm.
The second mode of vibration, 227Hz, is also of concern and the corresponding mode shape is seen
in Figure 5.14. This mode is of concern because it involves oscillation of the arms. If subjected to this
frequency for a long period of time, fatigue will have a larger impact on the structure as compared to the
stresses induced by the mode shape. The maximum deflection of the structure at this frequency, 227Hz, is
1.02mm.
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Figure 5.14: The second mode shape.
The first ten modes of vibration are seen in Table 5.1. As was previously mentioned, the lowest frequen-
cies are that of the most concern, with the first five modes at 500Hz and below.
Table 5.1: Frequency of the first ten modes of vibration for the first dibond design.
Mode Frequency (Hz)
1 81.5
2 227
3 317
4 394
5 415
6 503
7 1000
8 1319
9 1926
10 2290
5.3.6 Validation of Results
As with any simulation, it is important to validate the results, either by simple hand calculations or
through experiments. In this case, simple hand calculations will suffice. The stresses and deflection of
the arms were looked at by assuming that the arm behaves as a cantilever beam. Since the arm is the
only structural component analyzed in the hand calculations, the stresses and deflections calculated should
actually be more than what our finite element calculates.
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The only problem with dibond is that, in the fabrication manual where the material properties are
specified, it only specifies strength properties for forces applied perpendicular to the sheet face. Due to the
way the composite is created, dibond is not an isotropic material. As with most composites that are not
anisotropic, in order to fully model in FEA software, the material properties for all directions are required.
Since the material properties are only known in the direction perpendicular to the sheet of the material,
the material has to be assumed as isotropic in order to actually model it. This is the greatest assumption
made in the entire Finite Element Model, but is appropriate because the majority of loadings experienced
by the structure will in fact be perpendicular to the face of the material. The only region where there is
some skepticism is in the routed region of the arm, where the bend occurs. By removing material, the sheet
material is inherently weakened at that region, but the simulation does not accurately model this. It does
not accurately model this because of the node limit in the educational version of Abaqus, which eliminates
the ability to use a solid body mesh.
5.3.7 Conclusion and Recommendations
Through various test flights, the quadrotor structure has shown that it is more than capable of with-
standing the forces of flying. The structure is not only strong, but also rigid. With the first design, weight was
an issue, so it was decided that the second dibond design would take a weight reduction approach, success-
fully removing 300g from the entire structure. This is very important to the success of the SQUAD’s mission
because the mission not only requires a stable platform for flight, but also flight time of approximately 15
minutes. The second design, with the weight reduction, has the capability of fulfilling the SQUAD’s mission.
Extensive testing still needs to be performed in order to fully validate the structure. In order to fully
validate the structure’s strength, various strength tests need to be performed. The first of which can come
in the form of a drop test, loading the quadrotor with the appropriate drive weight and dropping it from
various heights. It is also important to maintain similar orientation of the quadrotor when dropping the
structure from various heights, so a drop test rig should be created.
In order to validate the modal analysis results from the finite element model, a vibrational excitation
experiment should be performed. The experiment can be performed through the use of a vibration hammer,
which excites the structure and uses accelerometers to measure the response of the structure at various
positions on the structure in reference to the area hit by the vibration hammer. The natural frequencies
of the structure can also be realized by using a shaker table, which oscillates at a frequency similar to the
quadrotor’s expected natural frequencies. As is similar to the vibrational excitation hammer, accelerometers
should be used to measure the response of the structure at various locations. Using either of these two tests
should provide information about the lower modes of vibration and the results should be cross-referenced
with the results from the Abaqus simulation so as to validate the simulation.
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Chapter 6
Control System Design
6.1 Use of LabVIEW
The control system for the quadrotor was developed and implemented using LabVIEW as the pro-
gramming language. LabVIEW was chosen because it is uses a graphic interface which greatly reduces the
complexity of coding. Since the project members are all mechanical engineers, a programming language
that was simple and intuitive to use was of high priority. The sbRIO runs LabVIEW as its native language,
which enhances the processing speed of LabVIEW code. LabVIEW was used exclusively on this project to
ensure smooth interaction between different parts of the code and to take full advantage of the advantages
that LabVIEW provides, such as pre-made blocks that perform complex control operations.
6.2 Model and Simulation
Figure 6.1 shows the global (represented by the axes) and body (represented by the quadrotor diagram)
reference frames. The equations of motion are derived using Figure 6.1 [6].
Figure 6.1: Quadrotor free body diagram, body reference frame, and global reference frame [6].
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6.2.1 Reference Frames
The goal of this project is to control and stabilize the quadrotor in the global reference frame. The
sensors however are mounted on the quadrotor and thus give acceleration relative to the body. Since the
quadrotor must be stabilized in the global reference frame the sensor data needs to be transformed from the
body frame to the global (Newtonian) frame of reference. This is done using the transformation matrix.
6.2.2 Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for the quadrotor come from its dynamic and kinematic equations. The dynamic
equations define the rate of change in time of the linear positions and linear velocities, and the kinematic
equations define the rate of change of the angular velocity of the quadrotor in the Eulerian and Newtonian
Reference frames.
G
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(GRBBD+ GW +
GRB
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i=1
BTi) (6.1)
In Eq. 6.1, m is the mass of the quadrotor, GRB is the rotation matrix that transforms the equations from
the body to the global frame, BD is the drag force, GW is the weight, and BTi corresponds to the thrust
of motor i. This equation defines the rate of change of linear velocities in the global frame.
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In Eq. 6.2, BIB/Bcm is the diagonal matrix which has Ix, Iy, and Iz as its entries, GBω˜
B is the matrix defined
as
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and BMBcmext. is the sum of external torques and moments that act on the quadrotor as defined in
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This equation defines the rate of change of the angular velocities around the x, y, and z axes.
G
Eω
B = ERB321(ψ, θ, φ)
G
Bω
B (6.5)
Equation 6.5 defines the rate of change of the roll, pitch, and yaw angles in time.
Gr˙
OBcm =GG v
Bcm (6.6)
Equation 6.6 establishes that the rates of change in time of the linear positions is their corresponding velocity.
6.2.3 LabVIEW Simulation
The simulation for the quadrotor is comprised of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) controllers
(on the left of Figure 6.2), the motor/actuator dynamics (left center), the quadrotor’s dynamics (right center),
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and plotting tools (right).
Figure 6.2: The LabVIEW block diagram that executes the quadrotor simulation.
The user interface of the simulator (in Figure 6.3) allows the user to specify an initial condition and
enter in the optimal gain for the system and view the simulated time history of the attitude angles and the
height above the ground.
Figure 6.3: The LabVIEW front panel used to control the quadrotor simulation.
The MIMO block takes in the optimal gain matrix (from LQR calculations made before running the
simulation) and the state vector, and sends out the corresponding output values. The actuator is modeled
with a saturation limit set to the rated maximum of the motors we selected for the quadrotor. The output
from the actuator is fed into the dynamics subfunction (seen in Figure 6.4), which uses the equations of
motion to calculate the rate of change of the twelve states of the quadrotor.
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Figure 6.4: The LabVIEW block diagram representing the quadrotor’s equations of motion.
The rates are integrated and sent out of the subfunction, where they are displayed on a graph and fed
back into the MIMO block.
6.3 Control Methods
6.3.1 PID Control
PID control is very simple and well documented. In this method of control there are three adjustable
gains. PID control is a single input single output method of control which uses the sum of three terms to
provide the control effort. PID control uses proportional, integral and derivative terms in order to effectively
and quickly control simple systems. The proportional term is determined by the difference between the target
value and the current value multiplied by a gain in order to determine the controller effort. The integral
term is found by integrating the error and multiplying the value by an integral gain term and the derivative
term is found by taking the derivative of the error with respect to time and multiplying it by the derivative
gain. In order to control a quadrotor using PID control, one controller must be used for each state that
needs to be controlled. For example, to stabilize the attitude of the quadrotor, three PID controllers would
be necessary. One to control the pitch, one to control the roll and one to control the yaw. PID control is
appealing due to the simplicity of the controller and the large amount of available documentation. However
there are some aspects of PID control which make it unsuitable for controlling a quadrotor. The first issue is
that it is single input single output. While each PID controller can only handle one variable, the quadrotor
is a multiple input multiple output system. This problem is compounded by the fact that the quadrotor has
a large amount of cross-coupling between the states that need to be controlled. A controller designed using
a separate PID controller for each state has no way of handling cross-coupling. Each controller will attempt
to reach its target value with no regard to any of the other states. The end result using a PID controller is
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an overly complicated and messy controller which has suboptimal performance.
6.3.2 LQR Control
An LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator) works by regulating the states of the system to the origin (zero)
using the least amount of energy. First, it calculates the optimal controller gains using matrices that weight
the the importance of nonzero state values against controller input. Controller input and nonzero state
values have an energy cost associated with them, and are obviously competing objectives in the controller’s
function. The controller gain is optimized according to these two parameters. An LQR controller operates
with a linearized system model, and unlike PID, is not restricted to single-input single-output. This is an
enormous advantage over PID, as there is a single control loop as opposed to nested loops that are highly
affected by cross-coupling. However the controller still utilizes a linearized system model, so it behaves
optimally and can be proven to be stable only at small variations from zero.
LQR controllers use an energy cost function that calculates the cost associated with a state trajectory
and its corresponding input. Before the calculation is made, the user specifies weighting matrices to assign
more or less relative value to certain states and inputs. This cost function used to design this controller is
as follows
J =
ˆ ∞
0
(xTQx+ uTRu)dt (6.7)
where Q and R correspond to weighting matrices, x is a matrix of the states of the system and u is a matrix
of the inputs. The LQR controller regulates about the trim state using the control law
u = −Kx (6.8)
where K is the Kalman gain matrix and x and u are the state and input matrices as previously mentioned.
The Kalman gain matrix can be found using the following equation
K = R−1BTP (6.9)
Where P is calculated using the Algebraic Riccati Equation.
6.3.3 Fuzzy Control
Fuzzy control of a quadrotor can be accomplished using LabVIEW’s fuzzy control toolkit. Fuzzy control
differs from traditional control algorithms in that it is governed by a series of if-then statements as opposed to
a mathematical control law. If-then statements in the fuzzy controller use language to outline the controller’s
actions under a given circumstance. It would read: if state x is low, then set controller output low. The
value corresponding to low x and low output develop over time as the controller learns through repeated
experiments or through user-defined thresholds. Fuzzy control is so named because the state of an input
variable can belong to more than one set (low and medium, for example) at once. This is handled by
assigning a “membership” to each of the sets, which are used as weights to find a total controller output
value.
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6.4 Flight Routines and Complex Commands
The flight routines that are planned for the SQUAD are land, takeoff, go to waypoint, circle waypoint,
and hold position. The land and takeoff routines will be aided by the rangefinder installed on the SQUAD,
which will guide the quadrotor to the correct height from the surface directly below it. The go to waypoint
routine will be aided by the equipped GPS module, and will generate a trajectory from the current position
to the desired position. Circle waypoint will take the SQUAD into a circular hold pattern at a user-specified
radius around the specified waypoint. The hold position routine will simply have the SQUAD hold a stable
attitude at the GPS point that the user specifies.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Design and Results
7.1 Motivation
In order to gauge the success of this project, some form of quantifiable measurement of performance is
necessary. The measurement of different aspects of the system was performed using experiments designed
to test one aspect of the system. Since both the control system and the frame of the quadrotor needed to be
tested a variety of experiments were used. These experiments are necessary to validate the designs used in
the project and to assess the effectiveness of the final design. There are three different aspects of the final
product that were tested.
7.2 Procedures
The procedures for the finite element analysis and the LabVIEW model have already been discussed in
previous sections, so they will not be covered here.
In order to determine the flight time of the quadrotor system, a commercial RC controller was used.
All of the components except the sbRIO were installed on the quadrotor and the substitute controller was
installed along with enough weight to simulate the final weight of the quadrotor with the sbRIO installed.
A fully charged Battery was installed and a stopwatch was used to measure the amount of time that the
quadrotor remained in the air. The quadrotor was controlled so that it was in near hover condition for the
entire flight with some lateral and vertical movement to simulate a normal low speed flight.
The control system was to be tested using an aluminum test frame created by the frame design team.
However since the quadrotor control system was not completed by the time of this writing, the control
system testing has not been completed. Therefore the following is a proposed testing procedure which has
yet to be completed. The completed quadrotor would be mounted to the test frame and connected to a
computer via an ethernet cable. The quadrotor would be controlled through the computer interface and the
attitude monitored using the onboard sensors. The quadrotor would then attempt to stabilize pitch, roll,
and yaw and the system response vs time would be measured. In this way the response of the system and
the time necessary to reach equilibrium from a given initial condition can easily be measured and compared
to expected results.
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7.3 Results
Since it was impossible to test the flight performance of the physical system by the conclusion of the
project, only theoretical results were obtained. The LabVIEW simulation and the FEA analysis provided the
most useful information. The results of the FEA analysis are covered in depth in the Detail Design chapter
and as a result they will not be covered here. One example of the response of the quadrotor simulation is
shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The results of a quadrotor simulation in LabVIEW.
For this simulation initial conditions of 20 degrees from the setpoint were used and the height was given
an initial condition of 3m and a setpoint of 1.5m. The systems quickly approaches the target values then
oscillates about the setpoint. This is an acceptable response since the system attempting to stabilize large
initial conditions. The altitude response may seem to be slow, but 3m is a large change in height and the
LQR controller works best near the setpoint since it is a linear controller and trimmed about the setpoint.
These results show that the system will regulate to a setpoint and maintains stability even with large initial
conditions so the quadrotor should be able to reject disturbances successfully.
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7.4 Conclusion and Recommendations
It is recommended that further testing be carried out for both the frame and the control system. The
theoretical results that were obtained through the use of Finite Element Analysis and the LabVIEW model
of the quadrotor are promising, but further testing of the physical system is necessary to validate the design
and verify that it is performing as designed. If possible it would be interesting to evaluate the vibration of
the system in order to compare the results to the theoretical response. Additionally a comparison of the
modes with components installed may prove informative.
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Chapter 8
Business Plan
8.1 Executive Summary
This business plan outlines the strategy of the SQUAD team to manufacture and sell their quadrotor
UAV. The SQUAD is a semiautonomous heavy quadrotor UAV designed to assist law enforcement agencies
and emergency responders. The production will at first exist only on a very small scale, with a very small
initial investment and approximately 4 models being produced per week in the Santa Clara University
machine shop. With the initial profits, investments in capital will be made so that production can be moved
to a separate location with the capability of doing large scale manufacturing with custom dies. However,
customization of the quadrotor will still be possible with CNC milling.
8.2 Introduction
In recent years, the use of unmanned vehicles has been growing in military, robotics and commercial
sectors. The quadrotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) design has become popular because it is easy to
make and control, as well as compact and agile. This aspect of the design allows it to function very well as
an eye-in-the-sky, especially in dangerous or time sensitive situations.
The product that this plan revolves around is a quadrotor UAV called the Santa Clara Quadrotor
Autonomous Drone (SQUAD). The purpose of the SQUAD is to assist emergency response personnel such
as EMTs and police officers in the dangerous and time-sensitive situations that they come across. As an
eye-in-the-sky, it will have a wide variety of uses, such as carrying an IR camera to locate hot spots in a fire
and taking aerial photographs of a crime scene so that it remains undisturbed.
The functions and performance of the SQUAD are designed to meet the needs of law enforcement
personnel and RC enthusiasts and compete with the highest quality quadrotors available today. The main
competition to the SQUAD comes from Draganfly Innovations Inc. Models like the Draganflyer X4 are the
most direct competition, as they are advertised for and in use on the same missions as the SQUAD.
The four members of the SQUAD design team will be the co-owners of the company and comprise the
main working force for the beginning stages of the company. Additional employees will be hired as needed.
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8.3 Goals
The goal of the SQUAD team is to become the go-to quadrotor UAV for law enforcement agencies across
the country. Many companies currently produce UAVs for law enforcement use, but we feel that the SQUAD
could capture a significant portion of the market share due to its superior autonomous abilities, high payload
capacity, and low price.
8.4 Product Description
The centerpiece of the SQUAD is the National Instruments sbRIO. It serves as the onboard controller
and can be reprogrammed with ease using the graphical user interface (GUI) software LabVIEW. This is an
advantage over other drones because they have hard-coded microcontrollers that are not easy to alter should
a software update be released. It also allows for easy tuning of the controller to the desired performance
characteristics.
The sbRIO board controls four rotor assemblies (hence quadrotor) and reads data from onboard sensors
to control the drone’s position in space. The GPS transmitter/receiver onboard will allow the drone to be
navigated using GPS waypoints. This will allow the vehicle to be controlled precisely using a computer in
addition to a remote controller. There will be an additional model of the SQUAD that uses a smaller and
lower-cost controller which only allows for manual control via remote controller. The SQUAD will carry a
DSLR camera for taking high-quality pictures and video.
8.5 Potential Markets
The primary target for this this product is law enforcement personnel. There were 3,083 sheriffs depart-
ments as of september 2010 and 18,000 other law enforcement agencies [22, 23]. This is the market that we
are targeting with the SQUAD; however it is also possible to create a lower cost alternative with a different
controller which could be competitive in the remote control hobbyist market. This lower cost option would
use a similar frame and similar components, but would have a lower cost controller with less autonomous
ability. This market is larger than the law enforcement agency market, and since there are less regulations
on hobbyist UAV’s this market may be more accessible.
8.6 Competition
There are a number of market offerings which are targeted to the same market, or perform similarly
to the SQUAD. Some of the most similar products on the market are the Draganflyer line of multicopters.
This company offers several models of varying size and carrying capacity. These UAV’s are very professional
looking and have comparable payloads to the SQUAD; however, they have limited autonomous ability with
simple takeoff, land, and hold position being the most popular options. In addition the vehicle must always
be manually controlled using a remote control. Flying a helicopter UAV requires a significant amount of
training and only trained people would be able to fly it. The SQUAD is a semiautonomous vehicle which
could easily be controlled using a computer interface which reduces training time and allows more people to
take advantage of a UAV system.
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8.7 Sales Strategies
On such a small scale, advertising would be limited mostly to the internet, especially social media sites
such as Facebook® and YouTube®. Word of mouth would also play a large part early on, as we pass our
new business along through those we meet in the RC community as well as law enforcement. A simple
website could also provide information to potential customers and a method of placing an order.
Initially, there would be no dedicated sales representatives. Once the business progresses to large scale
manufacturing, however, it may be possible to have a salesperson on payroll who gives demonstrations of
the SQUAD and sells it to law enforcement agencies across the country.
The distribution of the SQUAD would be fairly simple. Initially, in the small scale operation, most
of the sales would be in person as they were initiated by word of mouth. Later, when shipping becomes
necessary, a shipping charge of about $15 would be added to each order. The SQUAD can be disassembled
and packaged inside a USPS® Priority Flat Rate® box and shipped anywhere in the US for about $15.
Since the cutout parts are made from dibond, a sheet material, shipping the parts is cheap since they can
be kept in a compact form and are also light.
8.8 Manufacturing Plans
Working out of the Santa Clara University machine shop, Mike and Peter could machine approximately
4 frame models per week, with Mark and Jacob assembling the models and installing components. With
such a modest start, it would take very little to get started. We would simply need a block of aluminum for
fixturing (approximately $30) and a sheet of dibond ($150), which can produce four quadrotors. However,
the profits from just a few sales could allow us to purchase more materials and a small CNC milling machine
and become our own independent operation. This would mean we would no longer be limited to the machine
shop’s hours and perhaps produce 6 models per week.
After deeming it appropriate to move to a high volume manufacturing setting, alternative machining
methods and countries of manufacturing are analyzed. The alternative mass-manufacturing strategy is to
move away from standard CNC milling machines and to cut the parts using a press with custom dies.
This manufacturing process means that the structure of the quadrotor would need to be machined at a third
party machine shop, since the University machine shop does not have this capability. When deciding between
manufacturing the parts in the United States or cheap labor countries, shipping and labor costs are usually
the deciding factor. Ultimately, it is decided that the machining will be done in a cheap labor country, such
as China.
8.9 Pricing
In order to stay competitive with other commercially available quadrotors, the pricing must be kept
low. Assuming that our structure is manufactured in a high volume setting, price estimates for dies and
other various machining processes can be calculated. A costing analysis is performed for a high volume
manufacturing setting, producing four thousand quadrotors per year.
Since a lot of the structure is symmetric and repeated, the use of a blanking die is the most efficient and
cost-effective way to create the parts. We assume that the cost to create the various dies will approximately
be $20000, resulting in a piece part cost of twenty-five cents if we are to make four thousand quadrotors.
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This also in turn results in a structure cost of five dollars per quadrotor. Various quotes for CNC machining
resulted in costs of approximately eighty-five dollars for the entire structure. Although the cost for the
blanking dies are expensive, we only need to manufacture 250 structures for the price of the blanking dies
to be cheaper than CNC machining.
As is seen in the attached budget estimate, when using the NI sbRIO, the various hardware and com-
ponents can be summed up to a total of approximately $1550, which excludes the price of a camera because
that is left to the consumer to choose. In total, the estimated cost, per quadrotor, fully equipped, is $1555.
Also assuming that when making thousands of these yearly, we can obtain parts at wholesale cost, we will
deduct 30% off of the total price, resulting in a cost to manufacture of $1090. The selling price will be set at
$4500, approximately three times the cost, giving a profit margin of $3410. When the quadrotor is equipped
with a low cost flight controller, such as an Arduino, the cost is approximately $600, and once again, taking
30% off the price results in a cost of $420. The cost price of the low budget quadrotor would then be $600,
giving a margin of $180. Typically margins are high in RC vehicles because of the ability to mass produce
high quality products that people are willing to pay for. The warranty cost for the quadrotors that are being
built is 10% of the sales price, which means that for the higher-end model, the warranty would cost $450,
while the lower end model warranty cost is $42. Shipping, warranty and other various costs will just be
deducted from the profit margin of the product.
8.10 Service and Warranties
The majority of service and replacement will be the result of crashes since this will create the most
damage and is a risk with all UAV’s. Component failure or manufacture defects are also a possibility, but
if they are caught before flight they are simple to sort out and send out replacements. The problem is that
faulty parts could cause a crash if they are not detected before flight. For warranty purposes it is necessary
to distinguish between crashes caused by operator error and crashes caused by manufacturer defects. After a
crash it is difficult to determine the cause since a crash could easily damage parts that were fully functional
before the impact, which is why the control system will keep track of motor function while in flight to
determine whether or not it was user error or inherent in the product. As was mentioned before, the cost of
the warranty is 10% of the sales price and is standard when purchasing the product.
8.11 Financial Plan
Most of the initial investment will go towards purchasing manufacturing equipment and securing a space
to use it in. The rest will go towards the materials for the frame and the hardware for the controller. We
plan to collect the initial investment using Kickstarter. Small investments will be awarded with discounts
on our products, and larger ones will be rewarded with quadrotors fitted with the manual control board.
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Chapter 9
Engineering Standards and Realistic
Constraints
9.1 Political and Social Concerns
Drone technology presents a vast array of possibilities for law enforcement, emergency response, and
military personnel. However, concern over the potential misuse of drones and the resulting infringement
upon privacy has caused quite a stir in our country. In fact, drones have caused such a controversy, the
United States Congress recently held a hearing on October 25, 2012 to discuss this burgeoning technology
and its potential impact in terms of safety and privacy. Among the attendees of the hearing were lawmakers,
key members of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and representatives of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). At the hearing, Congress asked the FAA to develop plans to integrate drones into
United States airspace by the year 2015 [24]. The primary cause for concern with drones is that while
they have the same safety and privacy considerations as other aircraft such as satellites and helicopters, but
they are so cheap and easy to maintain that, unlike other aircraft, the drone industry is experiencing near
unlimited growth and drones could become commonplace in American society. One can expect to see a bill
regarding the use and regulation of drones pass through Congress quite soon.
9.2 Manufacturability
In order to move towards high scale manufacturing, there are many variables from a company standpoint
that need to be taken into consideration. The first being: is the design of the quadrotor suitable for
a commercial application and is there an available market. Once those two issues have been qualified,
the quadrotor needs to be designed for manufacturability. DFM practices exist in all industries, and the
quadrotor structure is no exception. Consulting with manufacturing companies is important during the
design stage, so as to get feedback about the overall design. This design review is useful because it can
resolve low level problems that can become an issue later in the product development stages.
As was seen in the Manufacturing Plans section, 8.8, the strategy to move towards high scale manufac-
turing involves the use of a die cutter for repeated accuracy and quick turnaround. This strategy of cutting
parts using a press and various dies would need to be outsourced to a third party manufacturer. When
looking at various manufacturers, a cost analysis should be performed so as to calculate labor, shipping,
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overhead and other costs for manufacturers both locally and worldwide. The decision to machine in China
is chosen, since the SQUAD’s quadrotor should control a significant market share. This decision is based
upon the fact that the quadrotor is made from a readily available material, the manufacturing of it is quick
and it is very compact to ship.
9.3 Ethical Concerns
As the designers of a new quadrotor UAV, it will be essential for the SQUAD team to keep its finger on
the pulse of drone culture in the U.S. Should Congress review and pass a bill regulating drone technology,
our team will need to analyze and modify the quadrotor design in order to conform to any new restrictions.
Additionally, the team must ensure that the target market for the SQUAD contains only qualified, responsible
users. As merely the designers of this quadrotor, we cannot fully assure that whoever uses the SQUAD will
be entirely responsible, but we can take some peace of mind from the fact that the target users will be law
enforcement and military personnel, who are persons in a position of trust and can generally be regarded as
acting ethically and legally. However, if at any point the team feels that a potential user could be planning
to use the SQUAD for devious purposes, it should be up to the team to refuse to let the customer use our
product and to modify the design if need be. A bill has already been submitted to Congress that would allow
for issuing a drone permit only in the case of a warrant for a felony investigation, with a few exceptions, and
that would prohibit drones from being used for conducting surveillance on private individuals or property.
A portion of the responsibility of ensuring the legal and ethical use of this quadrotor UAV will fall upon our
shoulders, and we will do whatever is necessary to make sure our design and conduct are ethically sound.
9.4 Health and Safety Concerns
Engineering design is different than that of any other artistic design, due to the fact that the engineer
in charge of the design must take into account the safety and fundamental rights of people affected by the
end product. Although the quadrotor’s intention is not to maim or injure anyone, there are still ethical
responsibilities that our group must abide by as designers, to try and reduce the amount of harm that may
occur as an unintended side-effect. Safety is of utmost importance when it comes to the quadrotor. One of
the precautions that the SQUAD can take when it comes to safety is through the use of fairings, foam that
is designed around the propellers, which directs airflow as well as stops the propellers from flying off of the
quadrotor, in case of a crash. The propellers spinning at speeds of up to 10, 000rpm can be very dangerous
if dismounted and the fairings are one of the ways to try and improve safety for the quadrotor. Another
way to protect both the quadrotor and the citizens near the quadrotor is to put a thin wire screen above the
propellers to act as a reminder and try to prevent the accidents that could result.
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Chapter 10
Summary and Conclusions
10.1 Summary of Project
The goal of the SQUAD project was to create a quadrotor vehicle to assist law enforcement agencies in
accomplishing their tasks. To this end customer interviews were conducted with law enforcement personnel
and RC hobbyists, the two largest target markets of our project. The project was then split into two
parts, the structure and the control system. The size and components for the project were chosen and
several designs were considered before building a prototype frame out of dibond, an aluminum polyethylene
composite. A Linear Quadratic Regulator was chosen to control the quadrotor, but due to issues with sensors
and inexperience with the LabVIEW programming language this control system could not be implemented.
However, the progress made with regard to the structure, components, and early control system work has
created a solid foundation for the next group of students to take over the project and focus solely on creating
a functional control system and realizing semiautonomous control of the quadrotor.
10.2 Future Work
The most important goal for our future work is to finish the implementation of a control system. One
issue that we were not able to overcome before the completion of this project was the communication between
our sensors and LabVIEW. This was a problem because without a way for the control system to read the
data off of the sensors there was no way ascertain the attitude or position of the quadrotor. This problem was
the result of lack of experience with the LabVIEW software and knowledge of electronics and communication
protocol. The first step in the continuation of this project is to finish the coding for the sensor communication
program. This program can then be used to gather sensor data for the control system and then testing of
the control system on the test rig can begin.
We believe that the most important future work for this project lies on the controls side of the project.
The frame could also be revised and modified, however in our opinion the biggest return on work could be
gained from advancing the control system beyond its current point to the point where it can control the
quadrotor attitude and work can begin on the commands and interface of the control system to advance it
to the point that it can be flown easily by someone with little experience. There are many opportunities for
new and innovative control methods and interfaces which could set this product apart from other designs
and expand the market to people with little training or interest in the intricacies of setting up and flying a
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quadrotor helicopter.
This is not to say however that there are no advances to be made on the frame side of the project. In
fact there is still more that could be optimized or changed to better suite the mission statement. One of the
more obvious, albeit challenging goals that could be attempted is to make the quadrotor weatherproof. This
would be a great advantage to users since many of the users may need to operate in inclement weather. This
may not be an issue depending on where the quadrotor is being operated, but to be useful to law enforcement
agencies in some locations the quadrotor must be able to withstand rain and mist in order to be useful.
10.3 Lessons Learned
This project was a good learning experience for all of the team members involved and there are some
opportunities for improvement in future projects. It was discovered early on in the project that timelines are
difficult to create and need constant interaction to be useful. To this end if the project was to be completed
again the timeline would be updated every week for the weekly meeting. This would create a more goal
oriented environment and more realistic time estimations. It was also discovered that much more time was
devoted to learning how to use LabVIEW and Finite Element Analysis software than was expected. This
process is not a simple matter of spending time learning, but rather is a process that occurs when attempting
to use the software. This resulted in very unpredictable scheduling since team members could run into a
problem that stalled development and were unable to overcome for an extended period of time. Lag time
with placing and receiving shipments are caused unexpected delays that hindered progress on the project.
10.4 Conclusions
The SQUAD team set out with ambitious goals and a large number of tasks to accomplish. The team
was able to choose appropriate components and produce a successful frame which met all of the requirements
that were set forth in the project goals. This frame was constructed from dibond, a lightweight and strong
material which allowed for a light and stiff frame for the quadrotor to be built upon. The controls team
created a model of the quadrotor in LabVIEW and used a simulator to predict the response of the system.
Issues were encountered with communication between components and implementation of the control system
was not possible by the completion of the project. The end result of this project is a well designed physical
quadrotor and a good start on the control system design. The project is now ready for continuation and a
transition to a more control oriented project.
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Appendix A
Product Design Specifications
Design Project: The SQUAD
Date: 2 June 2013
Revision: 4
Datum: Draganflyer X4, commercially available quadrotor
Elements/Requirements Units Datum Target Range
Flight time min. 15 15-20
Payload kg 0.28 0.5-1.0
Altitude m 2438 10-50
Range m 2438 1000
Weight kg 0.68 2.8-3.2
Assembly time min. n/a 25-30
Cost USD 10,000+ 2,000-3,000
Camera resolution megapixels n/a 5
Video resolution pixels n/a 1920x1080
Control system settling time s n/a 3
Control system position accuracy m n/a 0
Video recording time Hours n/a 2
Return home command n/a n/a Return to launch site
Take off command n/a n/a Take off and hover
Land command n/a n/a Safely descend to ground
Circle command n/a n/a Circle GPS waypoint
Go to command n/a n/a Proceed to GPS waypoint
Drop test (fully functional) m n/a 3
Climb rate m/s n/a 2
Maximum speed m/s n/a 4
Battery life (charge cycles) # of charges n/a 1000
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Appendix B
Customer Needs
Questions for Ben Miller (Quartermaster and unmanned aerial systems program director at Mesa County
Sheriff’s Office):
1. How do you use the multicopter your force owns?
2. How is it operated?
3. What kind of equipment or payload does your multicopter carry?
4. Does it auto-stabilize (what do you know of the control system)?
5. What range does it have?
6. What is the battery life?
7. How close do you fly the multicopter to its target?
8. What are your multicopter’s best features?
9. What don’t you like about it? What could be improved?
10. How much did it cost?
11. What kind of durability does your multicopter have (body construction)?
Questions for Matt Hogan (Lieutenant in SCPD):
1. List the following attributes in order of importance: flight time, camera quality, GPS functionality, cost,
and payload.
2. How long does it usually take for officers to establish control of a scene one they arrive?
3. Are you or would you be comfortable flying an RC craft while on the job?
4. How important are stealth capabilities of the quadrotor?
5. Are you comfortable with the projected price range of $5,000 for this product?
6. What are your thoughts on the pre-programmed flight routines we’ve discussed?
7. Do you think that the quadrotor UAV would be useful overall to the police force?
8. What concerns do you have about the quadrotor UAV as discussed?
Questions for RC enthusiasts:
1. How long have you been interested in RC craft?
2. Does the price tag of $5,000 sound like too high for an RC craft given its functions?
3. Have you heard of other RC multicopters, and if so, what can you tell us about them?
4. What are your thoughts on the pre-programmed maneuvers?
60
5. Does a flight time of 20 minutes seem reasonable for this quadrotor?
6. How useful would the GPS aspect be to you?
7. Does the intended weight of 2 kg concern you?
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Appendix C
Budget
62
Appendix D
Stabilization System Code
Figure D.1: The control system LabVIEW block diagram.
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Appendix E
Detail and Assembly Drawings
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Appendix F
Finite Element Analysis
Figure F.1: The mesh used for FEA.
75
Figure F.2: The boundary conditions for static loading FEA.
Figure F.3: The structural deformation for static loading FEA.
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Figure F.4: The von Mises stresses for static loading FEA.
Figure F.5: Detail of von Mises stresses near hub through holes for static loading FEA.
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Figure F.6: Loading conditions for dynamic loading.
Figure F.7: Structural deformation for dynamic loading.
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Figure F.8: Von Mises stresses for dynamic loading.
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Appendix G
Senior Design Conference Presentation
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Appendix H
Hand Calculations
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